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Construction Notes:
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NHOS proposes to install a ¼ inch metal supporting
strand between the existing utility poles shown
above that will traverse the river. The strand will
be installed at the proposed height (see above).
The supporting strand will be secured to each pole
using double dead end attachments to prevent any
sag in the wire and maintain proper clearances.
NHOS will lash a one inch diameter fiber optic
cable (PVC jacket) to the strand using a dual lash
method to provide security of the fiber over the
right of way. The fiber will be tagged with twenty
four hour contact information at each pole clamp.
NHOS will employ the proper safety personnel
during the crossing installation. The proposed
install will meet all proper clearances from other
Utilities. (see above). Additional pole guys will be
added per NESC Rule 264 and as directed by pole
owners.
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Notes:

1. The heights of structures shown hereon are
based on field measurements taken with a
Nikon 362 total station during a site survey on
10/18/11.

2. The horizontal distance between the nearest
bridge edge and the existing overhead wires
is approximately 12'.

3. The smallest vertical distance from the top of
existing bridge deck to the lowest existing
overhead wires is 21'.

4. The vertical distance between the top of
water and bridge deck is approximately 13'.

5. The waterway is classified as not suitable for
sail boating and per NESC Table 232-1 a
vertical clearance of 14' must be maintained
between the lowest conductor and 10 year
floodplain.

6. Based on the FEMA Flood Profile for the Little
River (Page 103P) and the Flood Insurance
Rate Map for Rockingham County (Map
Number 33015C0578E) dated May 17, 2005
the delta between the river bed and the 10
year flood elevation is approximately 7'. A 14'
buffer (for non-navigable streams) was added
to that . Based on the FEMA Flood Profile the
stream bed elevation is 38' and the 10 year
flood elevation is 45'.

7. Vertical distances are representative of
attachment heights after utility make ready
moves are completed.
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